
 
 
 
 
 
 
In order to help organizations gather evidence consistent with the Tourist Appeal performance 
measures selected in their grant applications, performance measures were added to the e-
application. During the May 2021 evaluation session, grantees requested the addition of 
Cultural/Artistic (A/C) performance measures as well. A task force consisting of Anna Madden, 
Sarasota County Government, Erin Duggan, Visit Sarasota County, and Fern Tavalin, TDC/A 
Grant Manager convened to review suggested A/C performance measures. Fern Tavalin then 
distributed the measures to FY22 grantees. Their responses have been incorporated into the list 
shown below. Black text denotes the performance targets. Red text indicates the performance 
measures to be added to the e-application. 
 
PERFORMANCE MEASURES 
At least 80% of survey respondents will rate the artistic/cultural quality of the program as good 
or excellent. 

A survey will be administered that directly asks the question: How would you rate the 
artistic/cultural quality of our program, performance, or exhibition? A range of possible 
responses will include “Excellent” and “Good” 

 
At least 80% percent of survey respondents will “strongly agree” or “agree” that our offering 
was a meaningful artistic and/or cultural experience. 

A survey will be administered that directly asks the question: Was our offering a 
meaningful artistic or cultural experience? A range of possible responses will include 
“Strongly Agree” and “Agree” 

 
Our TDC/A project will receive two positive reviews and will be positively highlighted in one 
national media outlet. 

Our organization will submit at least two positive reviews and evidence of being 
highlighted in at least one national media outlet (traditional, digital, or other creative 
format yet to be developed) 
 

 

Tourist Development Cultural/Arts Program 
Artistic/Cultural Performance Measures 



All performers will be nationally or internationally acclaimed and of the highest professional 
quality. 

Our organization will submit biographies and publications documenting participating 
performers as being nationally and internationally acclaimed. 

 
At least 90% of survey respondents will reply that their expectations were met or exceeded. 

A survey will be administered with an item that directly states: This offering met my 
expectations. A range of possible responses will include “Exceeded” and “Met” 

 
Our TDC/A project will garner at least two positive feature stories and the season productions 
will receive at least four positive critical reviews in the regional or national media. 

Our organization will submit at least two positive feature stories and at least four positive 
critical reviews in regional or national media ((traditional, digital, or other creative format 
yet to be developed) 
 

 
 
 
 
 


